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ABSTRACT 

In the past decade, there has been increased interest in energy efficient lighting, as 

energy resources become higher in demand. Street lighting and outdoor lighting are 

areas that are rapidly changing from the incumbent high pressure sodium (HPS) to newer 

technologies such as light-emitting diode (LED) or induction type lamps. There is 

evidence that certain populations believe LED streetlights and area lights to be more 

glary than HPS luminaires. There are a number of differences between new and 

traditional light sources besides efficiency: spectral power distribution (SPD), luminance 

levels, illuminance levels, beam distribution and number of sources needed to achieve 

intended light levels. Many field studies and laboratory studies have shown a 

relationship between glare and spectral power distribution; with most studies suggesting 

that sources more weighted in short wavelengths have increased likelihood of discomfort 

glare.  

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between the spectral 

power distribution (SPD) of the luminous field surrounding white light LED arrays (as in 

typical LED outdoor area lights), and discomfort glare. A relationship between 

background luminous field SPD and discomfort glare might offer some possibilities for 

mediation of glare in outdoor area lighting installations, street lighting and perhaps 

transportation. In the laboratory, white LED arrays with different background luminous 

field SPDs were presented to subjects and responses were collected using a subjective 

glare rating scale. The study identified a significant effect of both background luminous 

field SPD and of overall illuminance level (in the range 4 lx to 12 lx) on subjective 

perceptions of glare, but there was no significant interaction between background 

luminous field SPD and overall illuminance levels. Some possible applications related to 

the findings are discussed.  



 

 

1. Introduction  

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the possible connection between the 

spectral power distribution (SPD) of the luminous area around an LED array, and glare 

perception. The study takes into account background spectrum, brightness perception 

and the effect of a luminous background to an LED array glare-stimulus. A custom light-

box apparatus is used in order to combine the LED array and luminous color-changing 

background variables, and is subsequently used to generate subjective glare ratings from 

subjects.  

As citizens of the modern age, we take for granted that our indoor and outdoor 

environments are accessible both day and night thanks to electric lighting. Our nighttime 

experiences and our feelings of comfort and safety are tied to the quality and quantity of 

electric lighting that is available. According to The Outdoor Lighting Pattern Book, most 

outdoor lighting designs mean to, “enhance the safety of people and the security of 

property, establish and maintain suitable aesthetics, and deliver a lighting installation 

within appropriate budgets for equipment, installation, operation, and maintenance” 

(Leslie and Rodgers, 1996). Energy efficiency is an important factor in choosing lighting 

technologies, as the demand for energy increases. Solid state lighting, especially light 

emitting diodes (LED), is rapidly becoming the lighting technology of choice in the 

indoor and outdoor lighting arenas. LED fixtures are being adopted for street-lighting, 

airport runway lighting, vehicle headlamps, outdoor area lighting, intersection stop-

lights and parking-lot lighting to name a few. The commonly stated benefits of LED 

lighting over incumbent technologies, primarily high pressure sodium (HPS) and metal 

halide (MH) are longer life, and lower energy demand. Many companies that 

manufacture LED luminaires promote the life-cycle cost savings of these solid-state 

products (CREE, 2011; Lumec, 2011; NLPIP, 2010). These claims are debated, but are 

the most commonly stated reasons for switching to LED outdoor systems.  

Although the money saving potential of LED outdoor lighting is still being debated, 

LEDs are being installed with the kind of enthusiasm that municipalities can only have 

for technologies that are heralded as the new lighting panacea. The US Department of 

Energy (DOE) is working with CREE, Inc., an LED manufacturer in the United States, 
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on a project called “LED City” (CREE, 2011). Heralded benefits of LED street lighting 

installations are listed on the LED City website as follows: “According to the U.S. 

Department of Energy, rapid adoption of LED lighting in the U.S. over the next 20 years 

can: reduce electricity demands for lighting by a third, eliminate 258 million metric tons 

of carbon emissions, avoid building 40 new power plants, anticipate financial savings 

exceeding $200 billion” (CREE, 2011). 

A white paper released by Philips Lumec claims that cities can benefit by 

“greening” not only through claimed benefits of energy savings from LED outdoor 

lighting systems, but also by attracting new residents (Lumec, 2011). The white paper 

cites cases from Chicago where the “greening” of the city, including planting of trees 

and saving energy by using renewable resources, supposedly caused an increase in city 

population, spurred an increase in tourism, and increased dining and entertainment sales 

by $190 million a year (Lumec, 2011).  

Edward Smalley is in charge of Seattle City Light’s Streetlight Engineering Unit 

which is responsible for the city’s current four year plan to replace 40,000 existing 

streetlights with new LED streetlights (Tarricone, 2010). Daniel Salinas, a Seattle 

lighting designer, said in the September 2009 issue of LD+A magazine “. . . Seattle is 

currently running tests of LED street lighting in neighborhood areas and soliciting 

comments from the citizenry. The results are not necessarily in LEDs’ favor when you 

read some of the comments, mostly having to do with glare and color. But the voices in 

favor of LED street lighting—using energy efficiency as their main sticking point—tend 

to be louder than those of the majority” (LD+A, 2009). Another lighting designer was 

quoted as saying, “Anecdotal evidence points to an increased perception of glare from 

LED fixtures with an exposed matrix of bright dots, and the blue-white color may make 

the glare response worse” (LD+A, 2011).  

Years of research in the field of vehicle headlamp design and outdoor lighting, point 

to the fact that sources with increased short wavelength content can appear glarier than 

sources with less short wavelength content. Laboratory research has been conducted on 

both monochromatic sources and common headlamp sources (halogen and HID) 

(Bullough, 2009; Bullough et al., 2003; Flannagan, 1999). Around the turn of the last 

century, typical halogen vehicle headlamps in the United States started to be replaced 
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with HID headlamp sources, which produce more light and have higher short 

wavelength content than halogen sources do (Bullough et al., 2002). With the 

introduction of these new HID sources, complaints at the U.S. National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration have risen dramatically (Bullough et al., 2008). The question is 

whether the complaints are due to higher luminance, smaller source size, increased 

short-wavelength content, or just due to the fact that the public are not used to the new 

color. The same question arises in the arena of outdoor area lighting. Although 

complaints about discomfort glare from LED luminaires do exist, in a recent case study 

by the Lighting Research Center’s Demonstration and Evaluation of Lighting 

Technologies and Applications (DELTA) program, questions about an LED area lighting 

installation brought generally positive responses, see the pie chart in Figure 1 below 

(DELTA, 2010). Most subjects rated the LED installations as acceptable, with an 

average rating of 4.3 on the deBoer scale (see Figure 2). One visitor commented “Low 

light levels, adequate” (DELTA, 2010). 

 

Figure 1  Pie chart showing acceptability of LED outdoor area lighting (DELTA, 2010) 
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2. Background 

2.1 What is Glare? 

Who cares about glare? In his book Human Factors in Lighting, Boyce mentions several 

causes of visual discomfort which are related to lighting (Boyce, 2003).  These include 

visual task difficulty, over- or under-stimulation, distraction, perceptual confusion and 

glare. Boyce calls glare an “extreme form of non-uniformity”. Glare refers to visual 

discomfort in the presence of a bright light source, and can take many forms. Boyce has 

explicitly named 8 different kinds: flash blindness, paralyzing glare, glare that causes 

retinal damage, distracting glare, dazzle or saturation glare, adaptation glare, disability 

glare and discomfort glare.  The two most commonly referenced types of glare are 

disability glare and discomfort glare (Boyce, 2003).   

2.1.1 Disability Glare 

Disability glare was first defined and explained almost 100 years ago by Holladay in 

1927 (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007; Holladay, 1927). Disability glare is a physical effect 

of light scattering inside the eye. This type of glare can be measured directly by 

comparing the visibility of an object as seen with a glare source, with the visibility of the 

same object as seen through a luminous veil. When visibility is the same, the luminous 

veil acts as a measure of the amount of disability glare (Boyce, 2003). Disability glare 

can be well described and predicted using the disability glare veiling luminance 

equation;  

Lv = k·Egl/θ
n
    2-1 

where Lv is the equivalent veiling luminance in cd/m2, k is a multiplier which is age 

dependent, Egl is the illuminance of the glare source, and θn is the angle of the glare 

source from the line of sight, in degrees (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007). This formula is 

commonly used to characterize or predict car headlamp glare. It is also the formula used 

in American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/ Illuminating Engineering Society of 

North America (IESNA) RP-8-00 (R2005) design criteria to predict glare from 

streetlights. RP-8-00 provides a basis of design for roadways, bike paths, and pedestrian 
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walkways. The standard practice includes a driver visibility metric called the small target 

visibility (STV) metric. STV includes measurements of the luminance of the target, 

luminance of the immediate background, the adaptation level of the surroundings, and a 

measure of disability glare. 

2.1.2 Discomfort Glare 

Unlike disability glare, discomfort glare cannot be measured objectively. According 

to Boyce, there is no known cause for discomfort glare (Boyce, 2003). Discomfort glare 

is usually identified by complaints or annoyance of observers when a bright light source 

is introduced into their field of view (Boyce, 2003). Discomfort glare and disability glare 

cannot be completely separated, as when there is disability glare, there is usually 

discomfort glare accompanying it. However, discomfort glare does not necessarily affect 

visual performance, and can be measured only using subjective evaluation scales. In the 

1960s, deBoer and Schreuder studied roadway lighting, and developed the deBoer scale 

which is a scale of 1 to 9 that can be used to rate the glariness of a light source (deBoer, 

1967; Gibbons and Edwards, 2007).  

 

Figure 2 DeBoer rating scale showing descriptors for every odd number 

Many argue that the deBoer scale is counterintuitive, saying that the higher numbers 

should equal increased amounts of glare (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007). DeBoer claimed 

that the scale represents a figure of merit, where the lower the number, the worse the 

glare (deBoer, 1967). Using the 9 point scale, deBoer and Schreuder came up with a 

metric which they called the Glare Control Mark (GCM), seen below: 
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 2-2 

where G is glare evaluated on the 9 point scale, I80 is light intensity of the luminaire at 

80° to vertical, I88 is light intensity of the luminaire at 88° to vertical, F is luminous area 

of the luminaire seen at 80° to vertical, Lb is background luminance, h’ is adjusted 

luminaire height, and p is number of luminaires per kilometer (Gibbons and Edwards, 

2007). This formula is intended to account for the changing view of glary luminaires as 

seen from a moving vehicle (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007). 
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3. Literature Review 

The objective of this thesis study is to research glare from LED arrays and 

possibilities for glare reduction. Therefore my literature search focused on two main 

areas of application: automotive headlamps and outdoor lighting. In both these 

applications, discomfort glare is a common issue.  

3.1 Automotive headlamp discomfort glare 

3.1.1 Predicting discomfort glare from automotive headlamps 

Many researchers have written formulas which are intended to describe or predict 

discomfort glare. These formulas incorporate many different aspects of discomfort glare; 

illuminance at the eye, luminance of the source, illuminance or luminance of the 

immediate surround, illuminance or luminance of adaptation, among others. Many are 

applicable only in specific ideal scenarios. Corwin Bennett, who was working in 

transportation, found a correlation between driver speed and discomfort glare. He wrote 

a formula for predicting discomfort glare, that accounts for driver speed, called the 

Cumulative Brightness Evaluation (CBE). CBE takes into account each of the luminaires 

in the visual scene (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007).  

  3-1 

where ωi is the solid angle of the ith glare source, �i is the glare angle of the ith glare 

source, Li is the luminance of the ith glare source, Lb is the luminance of the background 

and n is the number of glare sources. Bennett did his initial research on glare using the 

“borderline between comfort and discomfort” concept, or BCD (Bennett et al., 1984). 

Subjects looked at a glare source composed of a 1000W projector lamp, and a luminous 

background with luminance between 0.034 and 34 cd/m2. Bennett et al. gave subjects a 

dimmer control, and allowed them to adjust the glare source light level until the source 

appeared to be between comfort or discomfort, tolerable or intolerable, and pleasant or 

comfortable. Schmidt-Clausen and Bindels (1974) wrote an equation to describe 
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discomfort glare that was related to automotive vehicle headlamps. The equation can be 

seen below: 

  3-2 

where W is the mean value of deBoer scale, Ei is the average level of illumination 

directed  towards observer’s eye from headlamps (lux), θmax is the glare angle between 

observer’s line of sight and the headlamps at location where maximum illumination 

occurs (minutes) and La is adaptation luminance (cd/m2) (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007). 

Schmidt-Clausen and Bindels’ (1974) formula uses both luminance and illuminance 

based measurements to predict discomfort glare, while the CBE relies entirely on 

measures of luminance.  

In 2008, Bullough et al. came out with a report describing methods used to predict 

discomfort glare from outdoor lighting installations, using only illuminance-based 

measurements (Bullough et al., 2008). Bullough et al. was able to show that discomfort 

glare can be more accurately predicted over a wider range of source sizes and intensities 

using illuminance measurements than with luminance. This metric will be discussed 

later in this paper. 

 

3.1.2 SPD and discomfort glare 

In 1989, Flannagan et al. investigated the effects of wavelength on discomfort glare 

using monochromatic sources. Although studies have shown that light source SPD does 

not have a marked effect on disability glare (Bullough et al, 2002; Flannagan et al., 

1989), Flannagan et al. showed a strong effect of wavelength on discomfort glare 

ratings. Out of the six conditions tested, the highest deBoer ratings (meaning least 

amount of discomfort) were seen with the 577 nm stimuli, while the lowest ratings 

(showing greatest amount of discomfort) were recorded with the 480 nm stimuli. The 

results from the study can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 The interaction of wavelength and nominal illuminance level (Flannagan et al, 1989) 

In recent years, the automobile industry increased the use of HID headlamp 

technologies, replacing traditional halogen sources. As these new HID headlamps were 

introduced into the US, complaints of glare from oncoming cars increased. Is this due to 

the increased luminance, the spectral power distribution, or to the fact that people are not 

used to the new bluer looking lights (Bullough et al., 2002). Flannagan et al. (1989) 

showed that for monochromatic sources, the spectrum of the glare source can have a 

significant impact on the perception of glare. In 1999, Flannagan looked at the effects of 

two types of projector automotive headlamps (HID and halogen) on discomfort glare 

ratings. Flannagan found that HID sources were perceived as more glaring than halogen. 

Flannagan thought this effect of SPD on glare perception might be due to the scotopic to 

photopic (S/P) ratio, which is used to describe the ability of different light sources to 

stimulate the rods and cones in the eye (Flannagan, 1999). Photopic vision occurs over a 

very wide range of light levels; typically 3 cd/m2 and higher. At these light levels the 

cone photoreceptors are responsible for vision, providing color vision and fine detail 

vision. Scotopic vision occurs at very low light levels, approximately less than 0.001 

cd/m2, this could occur at night in a star-lit environment.  Rods do not process color 

information so at scotopic levels only shades of grey are perceived. A light source with a 
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lower S/P ratio will stimulate the rods less than a source with a higher S/P ratio (Boyce, 

2003). 

 

Figure 4 Spectral luminous efficiency curves (IESNA lighting handbook 9th edition) (Murdoch, 

2003)  

Flannagan (1999) calculated the S/P ratios of the halogen and HID sources, but 

found that the scotopic content was only 4% different between sources, not a large 

enough percentage to account for the differences in glare perception (Flannagan, 1999). 

In an analogous study in 2002, Bullough et al. looked at discomfort and disability glare 

from HID, halogen and blue-filtered halogen headlamp systems (Bullough et al., 2002). 

The paper by Bullough et al. refers to a study conducted by the Road Research 

Laboratory in the UK, which showed that drivers preferred to drive with white 

headlamps, but they also wanted oncoming drivers to have yellow headlamps (Bullough 

et al., 2002).  

In the paper by Bullough et al. (2002), an experiment was created which measured 

subjective glare responses under three types of headlamp sources; halogen headlamps 

(S/P ratio 1.62), HID headlamps (S/P ratio 1.67), and a blue-filtered halogen headlamp 

(S/P ratio 2). If discomfort glare perception were highly related to the scotopic content of 

the source, the blue-filtered halogen lamp would be expected to have the highest 

perception of discomfort glare, as it has the highest S/P ratio. Bullough et al. (2002) 

found that the HID glare-stimulus was associated with the highest glare perception in all 
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test cases, while the un-filtered halogen source was consistently the least glaring of the 

sources. The results can be seen plotted in Figure 5. The data showed that there was no 

relationship between the scotopic content of the source and the perception of discomfort 

glare.  

 

Figure 5 DeBoer discomfort ratings for the three glare sources at a viewing angle of 5°, as a function 

of illuminance at the eye. Typical standard deviation is one deBoer unit (Bullough et al., 2002) 

 

3.1.3 Short wavelength cone sensitivity and brightness related to discomfort glare 

Fotios and Levermore (1998) describe the neural pathways that influence brightness 

perception via input from the long, medium and short wavelength cones. The SWS cones 

have an input into the parvocellular pathways to the brain; these are the vision pathways 

that transfer wavelength discrimination information. Fotios and Levermore describe how 

this input makes up an “ancient subsystem of colour vision (Fotios and Levermore, 

1998)” which explains the effect of chromaticity on brightness perception.  

 Fotios and Levermore (1998) quote Boynton’s comment, “there is no doubt that the 

SWS-cones contribute to brightness, which is one of the reasons why stimuli of equal 

luminance usually do not appear equally bright” (Fotios and Levermore, 1998). It has 

been shown, that short-wavelength-sensitive (SWS) cones could have a strong influence 

on brightness response (Bullough et al., 2002; Fotios and Levermore, 1998).  
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Bullough et al. plotted the results of the 2002 study as a function of the relative 

short-wavelength sensitive cone illuminance (Bullough, 2002). In this study, Bullough et 

al. compared the discomfort glare ratings from the three sources: halogen headlamps, 

HID headlamps, and blue-filtered halogen headlamps. See Figure 6 below for the 

resulting graph. Bullough et al. saw a high correlation (R2= 0.974) between the ratings 

and the relative SWS cones illuminances.  

 

Figure 6 DeBoer discomfort ratings averaged for both viewing angles, plotted as a function of the 

relative SWS-cone illuminance (Bullough et al., 2002) 

 

In 2009, Bullough continued this research by framing a discomfort glare sensitivity 

function for nearly monochromatic light, and characterizing the functions for 5° and 10° 

off axis (Bullough, 2009). In the paper, Bullough uses a discomfort glare luminous 

efficiency function developed by Dee (2003) which is: 

VDGλ = V10(λ) + kS(λ)   3-3 

In this formula, k is a scaling factor adjusted to find best fit, and S(λ) is a luminous 

efficiency function for the S-cone (having a maximum value of 1 at 440 nm). Plotted 

below in Figure 7 are two discomfort glare luminous efficiency functions for nearly 

monochromatic light sources located at 5° and 10° off axis (Bullough, 2009). 
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Figure 7  Optimum luminous efficiency functions VDG(λ) for 5° extrafoveal stimuli (left) and for 10° 

extrafoveal stimuli (right) 

These functions can be used to predict discomfort glare perception of sources with 

various SPDs.  

 

3.2 Outdoor and area lighting 

In 2008, Bullough et al. proposed a metric that can be used predict discomfort glare from 

outdoor lighting installations, using illuminance-based measurements (Bullough et al., 

2008). The proposed discomfort glare metric is part of the Outdoor Site-Lighting 

Performance (OSP) Method, which is intended to be a simple quantitative formula for 

predicting sky glow, light trespass and glare (Bullough et al., 2008). The study by 

Bullough et al. sought to define the relationship between discomfort glare, luminance 

and illuminance. The study was able to show that within a wide range of illuminance and 

luminance levels, discomfort glare had a very low correlation to luminance values, but a 

high correlation to illuminance values. The proposed model for predicting discomfort 

glare by Bullough et al. is as follows: 

  3-4 

where El is the vertical illuminance from the light source at subject’s eye (measured 

using a baffle to block light surrounding the source), Ea is ambient illuminance measured 

with light source turned off, Es is the surround illuminance which is total vertical 

illuminance at subject’s eye minus El and Ea, and where a, b and c are coefficients which 
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were determined empirically (Bullough et al., 2008). A logarithmic equation is provided 

that converts the DG ratings into deBoer ratings (DB) (Bullough et al., 2008): 

  3-5 

This model does not address the effect of the spectrum of the light source; neither 

does it take into account the size of the light source. A 2011 publication addresses an 

extension to this discomfort glare model, for conditions when the light source subtends 

more than 0.3° at the eye (ASSIST, 2011). In cases where the glare source subtends 

more than 0.3° at the eye, this luminance-based correction can be used to more 

accurately predict such conditions (ASSIST, 2011): 

  3-6 

The OSP model is useful to designers because it means that they can more 

accurately calculate discomfort glare from outdoor installations. In cases where the 

lights subtend less than 0.3° at the eye, as is the case with automotive headlamps, 

designers can use illuminance based values. Most light modeling software is based on 

illuminance measurements, so this means that the software can be easily used to predict 

discomfort glare. 

3.3 LRC study regarding glare perception and background SPD 

In 2009, an unpublished study was conducted at the Lighting Research Center which 

looked at the effects of different colors, in the background of a white LED array, on 

perception of glare. Although there was no explicitly stated hypothesis, the concept of 

this study was that an LED array glare-stimulus with a yellow luminous background 

would have lower glare than stimuli with a blue luminous background. The independent 

study references work by Ware and Cowan (1983) looking at luminance to brightness 

ratios of different colors. Ware and Cowan are wrote, “Luminance is a poor predictor of 

when differently colored stimuli will look equally bright (Ware and Cowan, 1983). They 

are referring to the Helmholtz-Kolrausch effect (Boyce, 2003). The Helmholtz-

Kolrausch effect says that two fields of different colors placed side by side will appear to 

be different brightnesses based on the saturation of each color. The more saturated color 
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will appear to be brighter. Ware and Cowan developed a luminance to brightness 

conversion factor: 

C= 0.256 – 0.184y – 2.527xy + 4.65x
3
y + 4.657xy

4     3-7 

where C is the conversion factor, and x, y are CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (Ware 

and Cowan, 1983).  

 

Figure 8 Iso-conversion factor contours plotted on CIE 1931 (x, y) chromaticity diagram based on 

Ware and Cowan (Boyce, 2003) 

The values shown on the contours are the relative brightness/ luminance ratios, 

calculated using the conversion factor from the formula. These iso-conversion lines 

plotted on the CIE 1931 diagram (see Figure 8) show that for two sources with identical 

luminances, the one with a higher conversion factor value will appear to be brighter. It 

can be deduced from this diagram, that at the same luminance levels, a yellow source 

would appear to be less bright than a blue source.  

The LED array stimulus apparatus from the 2009 LRC study can be seen in Figure 

9. The apparatus is composed of a half-cylindrical light-box with a diffused acrylic 

square area in the front that lets the colored light through (Figure 9B). An array of white 

LEDs is mounted into the diffusing acrylic sheet (Figure 9A). The LED array and the 

background colored light can be controlled separately to create different color 

combinations and light levels.  
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Figure 9 Illustration of LED stimulus apparatus; showing LED array (A) and background mode (B) 

 

The acrylic square background in this study was illuminated by either blue 

(chromaticity: 0.251, 0.221) or yellow (chromaticity: 0.323, 0.335) LEDs. The blue 

luminous background condition was created with blue LEDs and the yellow luminous 

background conditions was created with white phosphor-converted LEDs covered with a 

yellow theatrical gel. The chromaticity points of the colored backgrounds can be seen 

plotted in Figure 10 on the CIE 1931 diagram. The blue LEDs have the highest 

brightness/ luminance ratios of the three sources, based on Ware and Cowan’s (1983) 

formula, and are assumed to appear brighter.  
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Figure 10 Yellow and Blue chromaticity points of unpublished 2009 LRC study background colors 

plotted on CIE 1931 diagram 

The 2009 LRC study looked at the results from nine subjects, who each viewed 

various white LED array conditions with a luminous blue background, luminous yellow 

background or a dark background (no illumination). The LED array light levels used in 

this experiment were very high, relative to the amount of light typically seen from a 

streetlight or outdoor area light. Illuminance levels from oncoming headlights which 

would cause drivers to flash their lights are in the 1 – 3 lx range (VanDerlofske et al., 

2004). The IESNA lighting handbook recommends a minimum horizontal illuminance of 

2 lx in parking lots, with a minimum of 5 lx for increased security parking lots (Rea, 

2000). Measurements from area parking lot installations found typical illuminance at the 

eye would be between 5 and 25 lx. The independent study used 76 lx at the eye (two 

glare box apparatus each producing 38 lx at the eye). LED array stimuli and luminous 

background levels for each glare box apparatus can be seen in Table 3.1 below:  

 

Table 3.1 Illuminance levels for four conditions; from each LED array box 
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The high light levels, and small range of illuminance conditions, meant that almost 

any background could have very little chance to make an effect on glare perception. The 

results showed that there was no statistical difference between the yellow and the blue 

conditions, but there was a trend that showed the yellow background as being less glary.  

 

3.4 Pilot studies 

A series of five pilot studies were undertaken prior to the first experiment. The pilot 

studies served to confirm that the apparatus used was sufficient to verify the proposed 

hypotheses, and also showed that the methodology was sufficient to verify the 

hypotheses.  

The apparatus which was used in the 2009 LRC study needed to be re-designed and 

re-built. The new apparatus used a similar housing as was used in the unpublished 2009 

LRC study, but featured a more flexible RGB LED system to create the color-changing 

luminous background, rather than using theatrical gels. After the completion of the new 

apparatus, a pilot study was conducted in order to replicate the original results and to 

show that the new apparatus was viable. The new apparatus was found to be sufficient to 

replicate the original study. The 2009 LRC study used a custom comparative rating 

scale, which was based around the deBoer scale, but could not be correlated directly to a 

deBoer rating, or to other studies that also used the deBoer rating scale. The two scales 

can be seen in Figure 11 below:  

 

Figure 11 Comparative rating scale vs. deBoer rating scale 
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For this pilot study, and for all following experiments, the experimenter first asks 

the subjects to read and sign a Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Institutional Review 

Board (IRB) form which was obtained before any experiments were conducted. In all 

cases, subjects were also then “dark-adapted” to the dark lab environment for 5 minutes 

before the experiment began. 

The experimenter would ask the subjects to look at one ‘glare box’ apparatus, with 

the LED array putting 38 lx at the eye of the subject, and no luminous background. The 

subject would give a glare rating to this first box using the deBoer scale. Then the 

second ‘glare box’ apparatus would be turned on, this one displaying both the LED array 

(38 lx at the eye) and the colored luminous background showing either blue, yellow or 

no-background conditions. The subject would then give a rating to each condition, 

comparing the second ‘glare box’ to the first ‘glare box’ apparatus. It is not possible to 

directly translate the comparative rating for each condition to an actual deBoer rating. A 

second pilot study was designed in order to repeat the first experiment, this time using 

the deBoer scale to directly rate each condition.  

In the second pilot study, an experiment was designed which used only one ‘glare 

box’ apparatus. The subjects were shown each condition (LED array illuminance levels 

and colored luminous backgrounds) on one ‘glare box’ apparatus and were asked to give 

each condition an independent rating using the deBoer scale. Subjects were shown each 

condition three times. See Figure 12 and Figure 13 for graphs showing the results from 

pilot study 1 and pilot study 2. The results from the two pilot studies were similar. 
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Figure 12 Results from pilot study 1 - replicate independent study. 0 on this graph is assumed to be a 

deBoer glare rating of 3.17 based on the initial rating given to the first ‘glare box’ apparatus 

 

Figure 13 Results from pilot study 2 - using deBoer scale 

In the third pilot study, a third background color was added: white. The 

chromaticity points of the new luminous background colors are plotted below in Figure 

14. 
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Figure 14 White, Yellow and Blue chromaticity points of experimental luminous background colors 

plotted on CIE 1931 diagram 

The results plotted below in Figure 15 show a slight trend indicating that the 

yellow background is the least glaring, however there is still no statistical difference 

between any of the colored luminous background conditions. 

 

Figure 15  results from pilot study 3 – showing new luminous background condition (white) 

Although there was a visible trend of sources with yellow luminous background 

appearing less glary than the blue luminous background, there was no statistical 
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difference between any of the variables in the 2009 LRC study, or in pilot studies 1, 2 or 

3. In the 2009 LRC study, as well as the first three pilot studies, the background light 

levels were measured in luminance (cd/m2) rather than in illuminance (lux). Illuminance 

measurements from the field showed that typical roadway and area lighting installations 

were putting between 5 lx and 25 lx at the eye (looking at the fixture). The IESNA 

recommends a minimum horizontal illuminance of 2 lx on the pavement for a typical 

parking lot, and up to 5 lx when “enhanced security” is needed (Rea, 2000). The LED 

array in the independent study and first three experiments was putting 76 lx at the eye 

with two boxes and 38 lx at the eye with one box. This is much more light than one 

would typically see in an installation, however the range of total illuminance levels at the 

eye (including both the LED array and the color background lighting) was very small; 

with a variation of only 3.75 lx (between 38 lx and 41.75 lx from one ‘glare box’ 

apparatus). 

The next pilot study focused on finding an extended illuminance range which was 

appropriate for possible outdoor lighting applications, and which would show greater 

variation in deBoer ratings. In pilot study 4, only the blue background condition was 

used in order to reduce the number of conditions each subject needed to view. The 

results from this study show a strong trend that light level (illuminance) is affecting 

deBoer glare ratings in the range between 8 lx and 20 lx at the eye.  

 

Figure 16 Results from Pilot study 4  
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At this new illuminance range which is more related to outdoor area lighting 

applications, the effect of overall illuminance level is apparent. In pilot study 5, two 

LED array light levels were used (4 lx and 12 lx) to see if there was an increased effect 

of colored background illuminance at these lower light levels. The conditions used in 

pilot study 5 can be seen in Table 3.2. The graph of the results can be seen in Figure 17. 

 

Table 3.2 Illuminance (lux) at the eye of all conditions (LED array and luminous background) for 

pilot study 5 

 

Figure 17 Results from pilot study 5  

Pilot study 5 shows that the first hypothesis is likely to be verified in this range; the 

addition of background lighting increased the deBoer rating (made the sources appear 

less glary) by 1 to 2 points. After running a general linear model analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), it was found that there was a statistically significant (p<0.05) difference 

between the no-background conditions and the luminous background conditions. The 

statistical analysis for this pilot study can be seen in Appendix A. This pilot study also 

illustrated that within the range of luminous background levels used (0.5 lx – 4.5 lx); any 

luminous background would shift the perceived glare to a lower level. After analyzing 
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the results from pilot study 5, the first main experiment was designed using only one 

illuminance level for the background conditions. A background illuminance level of 3 lx 

was chosen as it was near the center of the previous range of background illuminances, 

and was easy to produce using the apparatus.  
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4. Methodology 

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the possible connection between 

the SPD of the luminous area around an LED array, and glare perception. The 

investigation looks at background spectrum, brightness perception and the effect of a 

luminous background to an LED array glare source. 

 

4.1 Hypotheses based on literature review 

Based on the literature review and pilot studies, three hypotheses were formed. The 

conditions of these hypotheses are: adaptation to a lab with all walls painted black and 

lights turn off (illuminance of 0.2 lx), luminaire projected angle (including background) 

subtending 4° from the line of sight, the LED array itself subtends 2°, and maximum 

glare illuminance of 15 lx at the eye. Discomfort glare was measured using the deBoer 

Scale (deBoer, 1967). Colored luminous background will be one of three colors and will 

appear white, yellow, blue, or without luminous background. 

4.1.1 Hypothesis 1 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in 

an outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less 

for the luminous colored background conditions, as compared to the 

without-background lighting condition.  

 

Hypothesis 1 is based on much prior research in the area of discomfort glare. It is 

commonly understood that headlights seen at night may appear extremely glary, while 

the same headlights with the same intensity seen during the day may appear barely 

visible. The immediate surround of a light source has an effect on the perceived level of 

discomfort glare. This effect can be seen in many of the metrics for predicting 

discomfort glare. The glare mark evaluation metric (GCM) by deBoer includes 

background luminance (Lb) in the equation in order to quantify the immediate surround 

of the luminaire in question. Bennett’s cumulative predicted glare rating evaluation 
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(CBE) equation includes a value for luminance of the background (Lb) as a modifier for 

the predicted glare rating (Gibbons and Edwards, 2007). Schmidt-Clausen and Bindels’ 

equation for discomfort glare includes a measurement of adaptation luminance (La) 

which is also a measurement of the immediate surround of the luminaire.  Schmidt-

Clausen and Bindels showed that an increase in La shifts the perception of glare; 

increasing La makes the source appear less glary (Schmidt-Clausen and Bindels, 1974). 

In 1951, the CIE agreed that the factors which govern discomfort glare include: 

luminance of the light source, apparent size of the source, general level of adaptation, 

position of the sources relative to the direction of viewing, and the luminance of the 

immediate surrounds to the source (Hopkinson, 1957). A more recent metric by 

Bullough et al. (2008) which relies on illuminance measurements, includes a 

measurement of the surround illuminance (Es) which is estimated by measuring the total 

vertical illuminance at the subject’s eye, then subtracting the direct vertical illuminance 

(measured with light on and baffle to block stray light), and the ambient illuminance 

(measured with light off) (Bullough et al., 2008). 

4.1.2 Hypothesis 2 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in 

an outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less 

for a yellow background, as compared to white background lighting. 

 

This hypothesis is influenced by Ware and Cowan’s work with luminance to 

brightness conversion factors, and the iso-conversion factor contours as seen in Figure 8. 

The Ware and Cowan (1983) iso-contour diagram shows that colors that plot along the 

blackbody locus “white” line would have a higher brightness to luminance ratio than 

yellow colors, and would therefore appear brighter than yellow colors (Boyce, 2003; 

Ware and Cowan, 1983). The white LEDs used in this study are cool white LEDs with 

higher short wavelength content than the yellow sources. It is hypothesized that the 

white source will appear brighter and more glaring than the yellow background source. 
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4.1.3 Hypothesis 3 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in 

an outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less 

for a yellow background, as compared to blue background lighting. 

 

Flannagan et al. (1989) published a paper looking at the effects of wavelength on 

discomfort glare, focusing on monochromatic sources, and found that both illuminance 

levels and wavelength had strong effects on glare ratings. Flannagan et al. found the 

greatest discomfort glare (lowest deBoer scale ratings) at 480 nm which would be 

perceived as blue light (Flannagan et al., 1989). Blue LEDs have increased short 

wavelength content over the yellow. It is hypothesized that the blue source will appear 

brighter and more glaring than the yellow background source. 

 

4.2 Experimental apparatus and geometry 

The apparatus in this study is based on the apparatus used in the 2009 LRC study 

mentioned in the previous section. The experimental apparatus consists of a half-

cylindrical light-box (painted white on the interior to reflect and mix the colored light) 

with a square diffusing acrylic window in the front, that becomes the illuminated colored 

background surface, see Figure 9 for illustration. The LED array mounted in the square 

diffusing window, consists of nine cool white (77K) phosphor-converted LEDs mounted 

directly into the diffusing acrylic sheet. The light sources for the luminous color 

changing background are all LED and color mixing is achieved using red, green and blue 

(RGB) LEDs.  

Pilot studies were conducted at the Lighting Research Center at Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute, in the Robert E. Levin Photometry Laboratory which is an all 

black laboratory environment. The subjects sat 3 meters from the light source box, with 

their chin in a chinrest, looking directly at the source. Prior to the start of the experiment, 

subjects were asked to read and sign a Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Institutional 
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Review Board (IRB) form which was obtained before any experiments were conducted. 

See Appendix C for IRB approval form. 

4.3 Experimental Variables 

In the first experiment, each subject was asked to rate the discomfort caused by a series 

of glare sources which differ in spectral power distribution, color, and illuminance. At 

least seven subjects were required in order to find statistical significance, according to 

the number-of-subjects formula which was assessed before the experiment (McGuigan, 

1983). No modifications were made to the experimental set-up, after the pilot studies, 

and before the start of the first experiment. 

4.3.1 Independent Variables 

1. Phosphor-converted white glare array stimuli  

Five LED array illuminance levels were used in this experiment. Figure 18 shows a 

diagram of the experimental apparatus, and illustrates the LED array illuminance. 

 

Figure 18 Experimental apparatus with grey areas illustrating the LED array stimuli  

The chromaticities, illuminance and calculated luminance levels can be seen in 

Table 4.1 below. 
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Light 

Source 
x  y 

Illuminance 

(lux) 

Luminance 

(cd/m^2) 

LED ARRAY 

level 1 
0.28 0.32 4 3541 

LED ARRAY 

level 2 
0.28 0.32 6 5758 

LED ARRAY 

level 3 
0.28 0.32 8 8205 

LED ARRAY 

level 4 
0.28 0.32 10 9963 

LED ARRAY 

level 5 
0.28 0.32 12 12556 

Table 4.1 Independent Variables: LED array chromaticities, illuminance, and luminance  

The range of illuminance levels chosen for this experiment were based on the 

pilot studies using the same apparatus, research into required  light levels for parking lots 

and roadways, and measurements in the field.  

 

2. Background luminous surround 

Three luminous background colors were used in this experiment. Figure 19 shows a 

diagram of the experimental apparatus, and illustrates the background illuminance. 

 

Figure 19 Experimental apparatus with grey area illustrating the background illumination 
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The apparatus is made of a half-cylindrical light-box which acts like an integrating 

sphere, mixing the LED light on the inside. The background light is created by turning 

on red, green and blue (RGB) LEDs on the interior of the half-cylinder. The blue and the 

yellow conditions are created by color mixing RGB LEDs, while the white background 

condition is created using one type of phosphor-converted white LED. The light can be 

seen through the diffusing acrylic sheet in the front of the apparatus. The white 

phosphor-converted LED array is mounted directly into the diffusing sheet so that the 

background glows around and in-between the LED array. The colors, chromaticities, 

illuminance and calculated luminance levels of the background conditions can be seen in 

Table 4.2 below. 

 
x y 

Illuminance 

(lux) 

Luminance 

(cd/m^2) 

No-

background 
n/a n/a 0 0 

Yellow 0.459 0.497 3 20.8 

White 0.325 0.0325 3 20.8 

Blue 0.141 0.044 3 20.8 

Table 4.2 Independent Variable: Background chromaticities, illuminance, and luminance 

4.3.2 Dependent Variable 

1. Discomfort Glare Rating 

Subjects rated discomfort glare using the deBoer scale (deBoer 1967). The deBoer 

scale has nine levels, where five of the levels are defined using vocabulary: 

 

Figure 20 DeBoer Scale (deBoer 1967) 
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This nine point scale was developed by deBoer (1967) in order to help determine the 

subject’s assessments of glare. DeBoer says that this scale works best when the subject 

has the ability to adjust the light levels for themselves, and in that way they can 

experience the entire range before deciding which numerical value best matches a 

certain light level (deBoer, 1967). One limitation of using the deBoer scale is that it is 

subjective, and sometimes difficult to interpret. For instance, does the “unnoticeable” 

descriptor for number 9 mean unnoticeable glare or unnoticeable light? Regardless of 

any difficulties that arise from varied interpretations of the meanings of the deBoer 

rating scale texts, this scale is used extensively in human factors glare research 

(Bullough et al., 2008) and was found to be reliable in the following experiments; see 

Appendix E for repeatability studies. 

4.3.3 Controlled Extraneous Variables 

1. Ambient Luminance  

The ambient or adaptation illuminance was measured at 0.2 lx using an illuminance 

meter throughout the experiment. Each subject adapted for five minutes to this low 

ambient level before beginning the experiment. No vision test was conducted to confirm 

low light level visual tasks, but it was assumed that after five minutes of adaptation, 

most subjects would be experiencing similar physiological changes. 

2. Learning Effects  

All LED array source and background combinations were presented to subjects in 

random order to counteract any possible learning effects. Combinations were presented 

to each subject a total of three times, in random order. 
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4.4 Final experiment setup and procedure 

4.4.1 Apparatus 

Glare apparatus sources were mounted on a table so that the center LED in the array 

measured 117cm (46”) off of the floor. Each glare source is made up of an array of nine 

individual CREE XRE LEDs each with a 10° optic. From the subject’s location of 3 

meters away, the LED array group is perceived as a 2° visual field while the overall 

source including the background takes up 4° of the visual field. Figure 21 below shows a 

schematic of the apparatus. More detailed description of the apparatus can be found in 

Appendix B. 

 

Figure 21 Schematic of apparatus for Experiment one 

 

Subjects sat during the experiment on a chair and were asked to rest their chins on a 

chinrest. The chinrest, which was located 3m away from the center of the apparatus, 

ensured that the subject’s eyes were located at the same height as the center of the LED 

array. Each subject was tested individually, and was allowed to hold an 8.5”x11” printed 

sheet showing the deBoer scale, to use as a reference.  
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4.4.2 Procedure 

Before any subjects were run in either the experiments or the pilot studies, an 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved consent form was obtained. All subjects 

were asked to read, sign and date the informed consent form approved by the Institute 

Review Board of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Appendix C) before participating in 

the experiment. If the subject experienced migraines regularly they were not allowed to 

participate, likewise if the subject was deemed to have a color vision deficiency based on 

the results from the Ishihara color test they were not allowed to participate in the 

experiment. After the subject signed the informed consent form, the ambient lights were 

turned off in the room and the subject was allowed to adapt to the adaptation level of 0.2 

lx for five minutes. While the subject adapted to the light levels, instructions were 

explained; including necessary information on the procedure and an explanation of the 

deBoer scale and how it is used. 

After the adaptation period, the first glare condition was presented. The conditions 

were presented in a random order to each subject and each subject saw a different order 

than any other subject. The combinations of independent variables included illuminance 

levels of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 lx at the eye, combined with the three different color 

background settings (yellow, white, and blue) and a no-background setting, for a total of 

20 original combinations. 

 

Table 4.3 Illuminance (lux) at the eye, conditions used in Experiment 1 

 Once the subject rated the combination using the deBoer scale, the source was 

covered with an opaque shield for a period of 6 to 10 seconds while the program 

switched to the next lighting combination. This process was repeated until all  conditions 

were presented. 
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5. Experimental Results            

The experiment tested the effects of illuminance levels and color backgrounds. The 

results from the first experiment are presented below in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 Mean deBoer ratings for 10 subjects, 5 LED array levels and 4 color backgrounds for the 

first experiment 

The X axis represents the increasing illuminance levels of the LED array while the 

Y axis represents the nine levels of the DeBoer rating scale (only 7 shown for 

consistency as there was no mean DeBoer ratings over 6). Several statistical analysis 

(ANOVA) were used to assess the data from this experiment. A statistical analysis 

(ANOVA) looking at the no-background and the blue luminous background conditions 

found that there was a significant difference between the two background conditions 

(p<0.05). This result shows that there is a significant decrease in glare perception, for the 

experimental geometry used in this experiment, when an illuminated background is 

added to an LED array. An ANOVA looking at only the white and yellow conditions 

found no significant difference between these variables. Another statistical analysis 

(ANOVA)showed a significant difference between the yellow and blue luminous 

backgrounds (p<0.05). More detailed statistical analysis available in Appendix D. 
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5.1 Interactions 

A statistical analysis (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the interaction between all 

of the conditions. Another ANOVA looked at interaction within the three luminous color 

background conditions. The ANOVAs showed no significant interaction between color 

and light levels in respect to subjective ratings of glare perception (p<0.05). 
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6.  Discussion  

The results of the experiment were analyzed in the context of the three hypotheses 

stated in Section 4.1 of this thesis document. Of the three hypotheses, two of the three 

were supported by the experimental results.  

6.1 Hypothesis 1 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for the 

luminous colored background conditions, as compared to the without-background 

lighting condition 

The conditions with luminous background, regardless of color, were all perceived as 

being less-glary than the conditions with the LED array and no background (see graph in 

Figure 22), and the trend showed that the blue luminous background conditions were 

more glary than the white or yellow luminous background conditions. By comparing the 

blue luminous background condition to no-background condition, it was revealed that 

any condition with a luminous color background was perceived as being less glary than 

the condition with no background light. 

6.2 Hypothesis 2 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for a yellow 

background, as compared to white background lighting 

The results from the experiment do not support the second hypothesis (see graph in 

Figure 22). A significant trend was found showing that conditions with yellow luminous 

backgrounds were rated as similar or identical to conditions with white luminous 

backgrounds. The ANOVA revealed no statistically significant difference between white 

and yellow conditions (p<0.05). This result was surprising based on the literature review 

conducted before the experiment. It was thought because of the chromaticity 

coordinates, the white background would elicit a similar response to the blue 

background. 
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6.3 Hypothesis 3 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for a yellow 

background, as compared to blue background lighting 

The results from the experiment support the third hypothesis (see graph in Figure 

22). An ANOVA revealed a significant difference in deBoer scale glare ratings between 

the yellow background and the blue background conditions. As discussed earlier, 

Flannagan et al. (1989) noticed the greatest discomfort glare ratings at 480 nm (the 

lowest of six conditions used). The blue LEDs used in this experiment had a peak at 457 

nm. It was expected therefore that the blue condition would appear more glaring than the 

white or yellow conditions. T-test information and individual results can be found in 

Appendix D.  

 

6.3.1 Chromaticity related to discomfort glare 

It appears from the results of this first experiment, that the Helmholtz-Kolrausch 

effect based on chromaticity points may not be a suitable predictor of discomfort glare. 

While the relationship between the blue and yellow background sources was consistent 

with predictions based on the luminance to brightness ratio by Ware and Cowan (1983), 

the white and yellow conditions were not predictable based on the same theory.  

6.3.2 Effects of SWS cones on color source backgrounds 

As discussed in the literature review section, it is believed that short-wavelength-

sensitive (SWS) cones could have a strong influence on brightness response (Bullough et 

al., 2002; Fotios and Levermore, 1998).  In 1953, Weale published a paper looking at 

extrafoveal perception of color and brightness. An initial study looking at retinal 

eccentricities of 0°, 10° and 15° off axis showed an increased sensitivity to short 

wavelengths with increased eccentricities. In a following study looking at sources 

presented 25°, 40° and 70° off-axis, Weale found a continued increase in sensitivity at 
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greater eccentricities (Weale, 1953). A graph showing Weale’s results for the 25° off-

axis condition can be seen below in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 Comparison between relative sensitivity at 0° and 25° (low luminance level) plotted 

against wavelength (Weale, 1953) 

  In 2009, Bullough published a paper describing several recent studies which 

looked at spectral sensitivity for extrafoveal discomfort glare. The studies looked at 

sources located 5° off axis, and at 10° off axis. Results from the studies showed that at 

both extrafoveal source locations, there was an increased perception of glare in the short 

wavelengths. Bullough postulated that the S cone response might be playing a role in the 

perception of discomfort glare. The paper presented two discomfort glare sensitivity 

functions for nearly monochromatic light at 5° and 10° off axis (Bullough, 2009), using 

a discomfort glare luminous efficiency function developed by Dee (2004) (see equation 

3-3). See Figure 7 for discomfort glare luminous efficiency functions for nearly 

monochromatic light sources located at 5° and 10° off axis (Bullough, 2009).  

The work of Weale (1953) and Bullough (2009) point to the SWS cone response as 

a good explanation for the discomfort glare responses from this first experiment. The 

spectral power distributions of each of the conditions from the experiment were 

measured, including both the background sources and the LED array source. Each of the 

SPDs was then multiplied by the discomfort glare luminous efficiency function (VDGλ 

(V10(λ) + kS(λ))) to find the SWS brightness response for that condition. These values 

are plotted below in Figure 24. Bullough found that for a light source located 5° off axis, 
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the best fit k value was between 0.19 and 0.15.  It was found that for these sources, at an 

overall 4° of the visual field, a k value of 0.13 provided the best fit. See appendix F for a 

graph showing R2 plotted against k values to show best fit curve. 

 

Figure 24 DeBoer discomfort glare ratings shifted by VDGλ 

Figure 24 illustrates the relationship of the blue background condition to the other 

color background conditions. The blue luminous background condition, as well as the 

white and the yellow background conditions, serve to decrease perception of discomfort 

glare by providing a background light or immediate surround to the LED array. 

However, the SPD of the blue condition seems to act in the opposite way by increasing 

the perception of glare as compared to the white and yellow conditions. This appears to 

be a result of the increased brightness perception of the blue condition. Figure 25 shows 

the relative SPDs of the three luminous background sources (yellow, white and blue) 

plotted over the VDGλ luminous efficiency function for 5° extrafoveal stimulus.  
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Figure 25  Relative SPDs for three luminous background conditions (white, yellow, blue) plotted 

over three VDGλ luminous efficiency functions for 5° extrafoveal stimulus 

From the graph in Figure 25, we can see that the yellow condition falls mainly under 

the V10λ part of the efficiency function and is not affected at all by the S-cones response. 

The white SPD has a spike in the region between 400 nm and 500 nm where the S-cones 

have an effect on the brightness perception, but the bulk of the SPD is also weighted 

heavily by the V10λ part of the efficiency function. It is seen in Figure 24 that the VDGλ 

shifted glare response, for the white condition, shifts only very slightly to the right. The 

SPD for the blue background condition falls mainly under the kS(λ) portion of the 

efficiency function and is therefore more strongly affected by the brightness response. 

Figure 24 shows that although the conditions with blue luminous background had the 

same photopic illuminance as the yellow and white conditions, they appeared glarier 

because of increased SWS content. The blue condition which had a total photopic 

measured illuminance of 7 lx at the eye, appears to the subject as nearly 13 lx at the eye 

according to the VDG(λ) function.  

 

6.4 Implication to practice 

Many current LED luminaires use an LED array design. Some examples of common 

LED luminaires with this design type can be seen in Figure 26.  
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Figure 26 Images of Beta Lighting LED “The Edge” (A), American Electric Lighting “LEDR” (B), 

and Leotek Electronics “Green Cobra” (C) 

These luminaire types were chosen from a survey in the NLPIP specifier report 

titled Streetlights for Collector Roads (2010). NLPIP published the results from two 

online surveys which asked lighting specifiers, and general public who had previously 

downloaded NLPIP specifier reports, which LED streetlights they most often purchased 

or specified (NLPIP, 2010). The top three manufacturers mentioned in the report, all 

make outdoor area lighting luminaires that feature an LED array design. One possible 

application of the results from the first experiment would in the outdoor area lighting 

arena. A viable solution to overcoming issues of glare in area lighting is to add a 

luminous background or fill-light to a luminaire that utilizes an LED array. This type of 

design would create a wash of cool white light on the ground, and surrounding area 

beneath the luminaire, from the LED. However if a pedestrian were to look up at the 

fixture, the source itself would appear to have a yellow, blue or white surround, making 

the array appear less glary. 

The IESNA Lighting Handbook recommends minimum maintained horizontal 

illuminance values for parking lots. They recommend a minimum of 2 horizontal lux for 

a standard parking lot and a maintained minimum of 5 horizontal lux for an enhanced 

security parking lot (Rea, 2000). 
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Figure 27  Recommended minimum horizontal illuminance recommendations for parking lots; basic 

and enhanced security (Rea, 2000) 

 

A model of a grocery store parking lot was built in AGi32 (Lighting Analysts; 

Littleton, CO) to understand the relationship between horizontal illuminance and 

illuminance at the eye in a typical LED parking lot luminaire installation. In a simulated 

parking lot with an average horizontal illuminance of 5 lx, there is an average 

illuminance of 6 lx at the eye at 5 ft (eye level height for an average person). If the LED 

apparatus used in this experiment were to be applied directly to this application, the 

overall apparatus might be contributing 7 lx at the lowest setting. That means the LED 

array would be contributing 4 lx and the luminous background would be contributing 

nearly the same amount of yellow or blue light (3 lx). This brings up an issue of viewing 

distance and the ratio of background to LED array source.  

In this experiment, the luminous background was contributing much of the light 

measured at the subject’s eye. At the lowest setting of 4 lx from the LED array, the 

background was contributing 3 lx or 42% of the light reaching the eye. At the highest 

setting of 12 lx from the LED array, the background was contributing 3 lx or 20% of the 

light reaching the eye. If these ratios were utilized in the field, the background lighting 

might be contributing to the color of the light hitting the ground. If the background 

surround lighting is decreased, will the color of the background still have a significant 

effect on the perception of discomfort glare? 
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6.5 Experiment 2 

A second experiment was designed to test whether a decreased ratio of background to 

LED array, would still produce the same results as the first experiment. The protocol of 

the second experiment was almost identical to the first experiment. In order to achieve a 

lower background to LED array ratio, and also to better simulate a realistic viewing 

distance from an outdoor area luminaire, the subject was placed 6m from the apparatus 

rather than 3m as before. The intensity of the LED array was increased so that the 

conditions replicated that of the first experiment (4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 lx at the eye of the 

subject). The intensity of the background was not changed, and with the increased 

distance, the light levels dropped from 3 lx at the eye down to 0.7 lx at the eye. The table 

below shows the conditions used in the second experiment. 

 

Table 6.1 Illuminance (lux) levels at the eye for experiment 2 

At the new 6m distance, the ratio of background light to LED array light was 

decreased. At the lowest setting of 4 lx from the LED array, the background was 

contributing 0.7 lx or 15% of the light reaching the eye. At the highest setting of 12 lx 

from the LED array, the background was contributing 5% of the light reaching the eye. 

Subjects were exposed to an identical protocol as was described in the first experiment. 

6.5.1 Results from Experiment 2 

The experiment tested the effects of illuminance levels and color background on 

perception of discomfort glare. The results from the second experiment are presented 

below in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28 Mean deBoer ratings for 9 subjects, 5 light levels and 4 color backgrounds for the second 

experiment 

The X axis represents the increasing illuminance levels of the LED array while the 

Y axis represents the nine levels of the deBoer rating scale (only 7 shown for 

consistency as there was no mean deBoer ratings over 6). Several statistical analysis 

(ANOVA) were used to assess the data from this experiment. A statistical analysis 

(ANOVA) looked at the no-background and the colored luminous background 

conditions and found that there was a significant difference between the luminous 

background and the no-background conditions (p<0.05). This result shows that there is a 

significant decrease in glare perception, for the experimental geometry used in this 

experiment, when a luminous background is added to an LED array. Another statistical 

analysis (ANOVA) found that there was no significant difference between any of the 

background color conditions when only the three luminous color background conditions 

are considered; blue, yellow and white (p<0.05). Using the new experimental geometry 

in the second experiment, it was revealed that there was no perceived difference in 

discomfort glare ratings when different colored backgrounds are used. More detailed 

statistical analysis available in Appendix D. 

6.5.2 Interactions 

A statistical analysis (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the interaction between all 

of the conditions. Another ANOVA looked at interaction within the three luminous color 
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background conditions. The ANOVAs showed no significant interaction between color 

and light levels in respect to subjective ratings of glare perception (p<0.05). 

 

6.5.3 Hypothesis 1 (Experiment 2) 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for the 

luminous colored background conditions, as compared to the without-background 

lighting condition 

The results from the experiment support the first hypothesis (see graph in Figure 

28). By comparing the no-background condition with the color luminous background 

conditions, it was revealed that any condition with an luminous color background was 

perceived as being less glary than the condition with just an array and no background 

light. The conditions with luminous background, regardless of color, were all perceived 

as being less-glary than the conditions with the LED array and no background.  

6.5.4 Hypothesis 2 (Experiment 2) 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for a yellow 

background, as compared to white background lighting 

The results from the experiment do not support the second hypothesis. The ANOVA 

revealed that there was no difference in deBoer ratings between the yellow and white 

conditions, and indeed no difference between any of the color background conditions 

(see graph in Figure 28). 

6.5.5 Hypothesis 3 (Experiment 2) 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for a yellow 

background, as compared to blue background lighting 

The results from the experiment do not support the third hypothesis (see graph in 

Figure 28). The ANOVA revealed that there was no significant difference in deBoer 
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ratings, and therefore in perception of glare, between the yellow and the blue 

background conditions. T-test information and individual results can be found in 

Appendix D. 

6.5.6 Viewing angle 

The results from the second experiment varied from the initial experimental results 

in regard to the effect of spectrum on discomfort glare ratings. In the first experiment it 

was seen that the SPD of the source could modulate the overall glare perception. In the 

case of the LED array with the blue background, the SPD served to increase the 

perception of glare because of the increased perceived brightness of the source. In the 

second experiment this spectral effect was gone. The results from the blue background 

condition were not different than the yellow or the white conditions. The difference in 

experimental geometry between the two experiments was the increased distance of the 

source. In the first experiment the light source, including LED array and luminous 

background, filled 4° of the subject’s field of view. In the second experiment, the light 

source, including both LED array and luminous background, filled only 2° of the 

subject’s field of view.  Figure 29 below shows a schematic of the subject, apparatus and 

resulting viewing angles.  

 

Figure 29 Schematic showing viewing angles at 3m and 6m (first and second experiments) 

One explanation for the change in sensitivity to the blue background is the very 

different spectral response in the central 5° of the fovea (Boyce, 2003). According to 

literature, the central 5° of the retina contains the macula, which is found to limit 

reaction to short wavelengths (Boyce, 2003). Macular pigments are made of three types 
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of carotenoids which are found in high concentrations in the central 5° of the retina 

(Howells et al., 2011). This area is called the macula. The pigments that make up the 

macula are known to mitigate short wavelength light (Boyce, 2003). Howells et al. 

(2011) wrote a paper reviewing many different techniques for measuring the macula in 

vivo and found that the macula varies in density across its area, with its most dense 

concentration within the central 2° of the visual field. Researchers have been able to 

create detailed spatial profiles of the macular pigment optical density (MPOD) using 

heterochromatic flicker photometry, see Figure 30 for a graph. 

 

Figure 30  Graph showing optical density of macular pigment (horizontal meridian = filled squares, 

vertical meridian = open circles) (Howells et al., 2011) 

In 2003, Dee looked at SPD and extrafoveal glare sources. The glare source size 

used in this experiment was very small (2.1cm ø at 4.25m distance) and presented at 5° 

off-axis (Dee, 2003). This glare source provided results that were consistent with the 

VDGλ luminous efficiency function. The results from experiment one, where the subjects 

viewed a source that filled 4° of the visual field, also fit well with the VDGλ luminous 

efficiency function. In experiment two however, with the reduced source size of 2° at 

6m, the dense central macula absorbs the short wavelength stimulus that would 

otherwise cause increased glare perception for the blue condition. It can be noted that the 

first and second experiments discussed here were free-gaze experiments. As the field of 

view of the source is important to this discussion, one might wonder if there is a need to 
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control the gaze of the subjects in this experiment. Bullough et al. conducted a set of 

experiments in 2003 comparing glare results from both free-gaze and fixed-gaze 

conditions. Although Bullough et al. found a significant difference between individual 

results using paired Student’s t-tests (fixed-gaze deBoer ratings were about 0.4 units 

lower than free-gaze), he found that the results of the two studies were highly correlated 

(R2=0.99). The results from Bullough et al. (2003) showed a spectral effect from a 

source with a very small size (aperture of 2.1cm ø at a distance of 8.5m). This might 

contradict the results from this thesis experiment, which found a decreased spectral 

effect for a 2° source size. However, the sources used by Bullough et al. (2003) had 

much higher luminances. As the subjects were given free gaze, it might be possible that 

the sources were very uncomfortable and might have been viewed at an increased 

extrafoveal angle, thus making a spectral effect possible. It is assumed from this 

research, that within the experimental parameters of this experiment, it is unnecessary to 

control the direction of gaze.  

6.6 Experiment 3 

In order to verify that the smaller subtended angle of the source was the reason for the 

decreased spectral effect of the color backgrounds, a third experiment was designed. The 

protocol of the third experiment was almost identical to the first experiment. In this free-

gaze glare study, the subject again sat 3m from the apparatus. The intensity of the LED 

array was decreased to the original levels so that the conditions replicated the first 

experiment (4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 lx at the eye of the subject). In order to achieve a lower 

background/LED array ratio, an opaque black baffle was placed around the edge of the 

LED array, making the overall size of the source (including luminous background) fit 

within 2° of the visual field of the subject. The intensity of the background was not 

altered, and with the decreased overall size, the light levels dropped from 3 lx at the eye 

down to 0.8 lx at the eye. 
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Table 6.2 Illuminances of all conditions in Lux, from experiment 3 

 

Figure 31 Schematic showing viewing angles at 3m and 6m (first, second and third experiments) 

 

At the lowest setting of 4 lx from the LED array, the background was contributing 

0.8 lx or 15% of the light reaching the eye. At the highest setting of 12 lx from the LED 

array, the background was contributing 5% of the light reaching the eye. 

6.6.1 Results from Experiment 3 

The experiment tested the effects of illuminance levels and color background on 

perception of discomfort glare. The results from the third experiment are presented 

below in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32 Mean deBoer ratings for 6 subjects, 3 light levels and 4 color backgrounds for the third 

experiment 

The X axis represents the increasing illuminance levels of the LED array while the 

Y axis represents the nine levels of the deBoer rating scale (only 7 shown for 

consistency as there was no mean deBoer ratings over 6). Several statistical analysis 

(ANOVA) were used to assess the data from this experiment. A statistical analysis 

(ANOVA) looked at the no-background and the colored luminous background 

conditions and found that there was a significant difference between the luminous 

background and the no-background conditions (p<0.05). This result shows that there is a 

significant decrease in glare perception for the experimental geometry used in this 

experiment, when a luminous background is added to an LED array. Another ANOVA 

found that there is no significant difference between any of the background color 

conditions when only the three luminous color background conditions are considered; 

blue, yellow and white (p<0.05). As in the second experiment, it was revealed in this 

experiment, that there is no perceived difference in discomfort glare ratings when 

different colored backgrounds are used.  This indicates that when the source fell within a 

2° visual area of the central fovea, there was no effect of color on the perception of 

discomfort glare; however the addition of any background to the array still decreases 

perception of glare. More detailed statistical analysis available in Appendix D. 
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6.6.2 Interactions 

A statistical analysis (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the interaction between all 

of the conditions. Another ANOVA looked at interaction within the three luminous color 

background conditions. The ANOVAs showed no significant interaction between color 

and light levels in respect to subjective ratings of glare perception (p<0.05). 

6.6.3 Viewing angle 

The results from the third experiment were able to show that the change in spectral 

effect of the light sources was related to the viewing size of the source. In this third 

experimental set-up, the source filled only 2° of the subject’s field of view and would be 

expected to show no effect of color background on deBoer glare ratings.  

 

6.6.4 Hypothesis 1 (Experiment 3) 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for the 

luminous colored background conditions, as compared to the without-background 

lighting condition 

The results from the experiment support the first hypothesis (see graph in Figure 

32). By comparing the no-background condition with the color luminous background 

conditions, it was revealed that any condition with a luminous color background was 

perceived as being less glary than the condition with just an array and no background 

light. The conditions with luminous background, regardless of color, were all perceived 

as being less-glary than the conditions with the LED array and no background. 

6.6.5 Hypothesis 2 (Experiment 3) 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for a yellow 

background, as compared to white background lighting 
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The results from the experiment do not support the second hypothesis. The ANOVA 

revealed that there was no difference in deBoer ratings between the yellow and white 

conditions, and indeed no difference between any of the color background conditions 

(see graph in Figure 32). 

6.6.6 Hypothesis 3 (Experiment 3) 

• If a luminous colored background is added to an array of LEDs (such as in an 

outdoor lighting fixture) then perception of discomfort glare will be less for a yellow 

background, as compared to blue background lighting 

The results from the experiment do not support the third hypothesis (see graph in 

Figure 32). The ANOVA revealed that there was no significant difference in deBoer 

ratings, and therefore in perception of glare, between the yellow and the blue 

background conditions. T-test information and individual results can be found in 

Appendix D. 
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7. Conclusion 

The results from this experiment have reproduced and extended findings from prior 

research that more information is needed than simply photopic illuminance and 

immediate surround to correctly characterize and predict discomfort glare. It was seen 

that independent light conditions in these experiments had identical photopic 

illuminance at the eye, but significantly different ratings of discomfort glare and 

brightness experience. This reinforces conclusions from previous studies, which showed 

that the SPD of a source can have a significant effect on levels of discomfort glare. It 

also underlines the need for a chromatic element in discomfort glare formulas (Bullough, 

2009; Bullough et al., 2008; Flannagan et al., 1989; Fotios and Levermore, 1998). It is 

shown here that SWS cone luminous efficacy functions (VDGλ), in addition to current 

discomfort glare formulas, can more accurately predict percieved discomfort glare from 

a source.  

 

7.1 Implications to practice 

The results of this study can see direct application in the area of outdoor or roadway 

lighting, or in almost any installation that requires a prediction of discomfort glare from 

LED array light sources. Luminaire designers might use these results to design fixtures 

that decrease glare and increase acceptance.  

7.1.1 Luminaire mounting height and apparent source size 

Think back to the supermarket parking lot that was mentioned earlier. This 

parking lot uses LED outdoor area lighting that follows IESNA guidelines for enhanced 

safety, by providing a minimum horizontal illuminance of 5 lx on the ground. In this 

parking lot, the luminaires feature an array of phosphor white converted LEDs which put 

white light on the horizontal surface of the parking lot. The LED array would be backlit 

with a colored fill-light, intended to change the appearance of the luminaire when it is 

viewed directly, but not to add much light or color to the horizontal parking lot surface 

below, see Figure 33 for illustration. 
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Figure 33 Illustration of possible application of research into luminaire design – features LED array 

luminaires that put white light on the ground, but appear blue to the viewer 

 

A survey of commonly specified LED outdoor luminaires gave some insight into the 

apparent sizes of luminaires based on standard mounting heights and distances of the 

viewer.  
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Table 7.1 Four common LED outdoor area lighting companies and fixtures showing the degree of 

the visual field that the luminaire fills for a 5’ tall viewer located 20' from the base of the fixture 

From this short survey, we see that 33% of the fixtures fill a 2° field of view or 

smaller. For LED array luminaires of these sizes and mounting heights, a designer or 

fixture engineer could decrease discomfort glare by implementing background lighting 

in white, yellow or blue. The background lighting would work to decrease discomfort 

glare by creating a small luminous surround, but the SPD of the source would have a 

very small effect on discomfort glare. In this survey, 50% of the fixtures fill a 4° field of 

view or larger at a viewing distance of 20 feet. For LED array luminaires of these sizes 

and mounting heights, a designer or fixture engineer could decrease discomfort glare by 

implementing background lighting in white or yellow. Blue background lighting could 

also be used, but would decrease discomfort glare less than the yellow or white options, 

because of the short wavelength sensitive cones.  

In one possible design scenario, a designer wants to accentuate a corporate identity 

by installing LED array parking lot luminaires that put white light on the ground, but 

appear blue to a viewer passing by. The designer can get a maximum decreased 

discomfort glare by ensuring that the subtended viewing angle of the luminaires is 2° or 

less for typical viewing distances. The designer can make sure that the LED luminaires 
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provide the recommended horizontal lux by increasing the number of mounting 

locations.  

 

7.2 Limitations 

One limitation in this experiment is that it was conducted entirely in a laboratory 

environment. In the lab, the ambient light is controlled and very dark. In an actual 

installation, the background lighting conditions would influence the perception of the 

light source. Additionally, this experiment does not address discomfort glare from an 

array of LED luminaires. The results may differ between the findings from this 

experiment, and a parking lot installation or roadway installation, where there are many 

luminaires in the field of view.  

Another limitation in this study lies in the collection of subjective information via 

the deBoer scale. This scale has known problems regarding its counterintuitive nature. It 

is commonly stated that the scale is counterintuitive, or backwards. When perception of 

discomfort glare increases, this causes a decrease in deBoer ratings. This often causes 

confusion among the subjects. It is necessary for the person administrating the study to 

confirm the ratings given by the subject by clarifying the vocabulary words associated 

with the number. Regardless, the results from using this rating scale were shown in this 

study to be repeatable and consistent.  

DeBoer (1967) made an observation that trained observers may eventually become 

“glare-minded” and therefore might not be representative of the average observer. The 

subjects used in these studies were largely associated with the Lighting Research Center, 

although a few were from outside the general lighting community. It might be that the 

responses would have been different if naive group of subjects were used. 

7.3 Future Work 

More work could be done to extend the research presented in this paper. Further studies 

could be conducted to understand the effects of different colored background lighting on 

discomfort glare perception of an LED luminaire installation in the field. In an 
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installation presumably, the subject would be looking directly at one fixture at X° 

subtended view, but there would be a field of other fixtures in sight which would be seen 

at a variety of eccentricities. This could vastly influence the overall effect of SPD on the 

discomfort glare of that installation.  

Additionally, a researcher might use discomfort glare ratings from different sized 

sources and relate the results to the spatial model of macular pigment. It would be 

interesting to see the effects of SPD at 0°, 1°, 2°, 3°, 4° and so on. If the discomfort glare 

ratings of these eccentricities is found to be highly correlated to the spatial model of 

macular pigment, a model could be made that shows the relationship of subtended 

viewing angle to discomfort glare.  
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Appendix A 

Results from Pilot Studies 

Pilot Study 1 

A new set of experimental apparatus was built just prior to the beginning of this 

experiment, which was similar in design to the apparatus used in the 2009 LRC study, 

but used RGB LEDs to create the luminous color-changing background condition, 

instead of white phosphor-converted LEDs with theatrical gels. The new apparatus was 

designed and built at the LRC. After the completion of the new apparatus, a pilot study 

was conducted in order to replicate the original results from the 2009 LRC study. The 

methodology of this pilot study was identical to that described in the 2009 LRC study 

paper. The protocol is as follows: 

• Set up two glare units side by side on a table, facing subject. 

• Glare units on table, 101 cm off floor.  

• Units arranged at 172° angle to aim directly at subject’s eyes 

• Unit (A) has a fixed black background and Unit (B) has changing background 

• Black background on Unit (A) obtained by using only white LEDs and no 

background luminance 

• Unit (B) is attached to computer running LabView program  

• Unit (A) is attached to separate power supply (23.57V & 0.006A) 

• White LED sources kept at constant 38 lx at eye of subjects 

• All other lights in black lab should be off  

• Ask subject to fill out consent form before beginning experiment 

• Subject dark finishes dark adaption for 5 minutes 

• Subject sits in a chair with chin in chinrest, facing two Glare Units, 10 ft away 

o Unit (A) switched on:  subjects rate the glare using deBoer Scale 

o Unit (B) switched on:  subjects compare Unit (B) with Unit (A) under 

following randomized conditions, each presented 3X 

� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) black background 

� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) blue background, 700 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) yellow background, 700 

cd/m2 

� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) blue background, 430 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) yellow background, 430 

cd/m2 
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� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) blue background, 850 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) black background; Unit (B) yellow background, 850 

cd/m2 

o Subjects give their answers in this format: “I think the box [Unit B] is 

more/less glary, so I give it a [number]”. This helps to ensure they are 

using deBoer-type scale correctly 

o Conditions randomized by choosing one of the pre-randomized txt files 

available – (ex. File one for first subject; file two for second subject, etc.) 

o Hold up black foam core board in front of lights and ask subjects to look 

down between each condition, to avoid adaptability 

o Subjects take about 15 minutes to complete study 

o Switch locations of Units A and B between subjects 

It was found that the results of this experiment were very similar to the results 

from the independent study, see graphs below: 

 

Figure 34  Results from LRC independent study (2009) - 0 on this graph is assumed to be a deBoer 

glare rating of 2.3 based on the initial rating given to the first ‘glare box’ apparatus 
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Figure 35  Results from pilot study 1: 0 on this graph is assumed to be a deBoer glare rating of 

3.16667 based on the initial rating given to the first ‘glare box’ apparatus 

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (2 color conditions [yellow, blue] x 3 

source luminances [430, 700, and 850 cd/m2]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache 

Software Foundation) was performed on the recorded deBoer ratings from the 2009 LRC 

unpublished study using recorded deBoer glare ratings for thirty three subjects. For 

recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of color 

(F1, 33 = 0.329, P = 0.570) and no significant main effect of source illuminance (F2, 33 

= 0.686, P = 0.507). There was also no significant interaction (F2, 33 = 1.072, P = 

0.349). 

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (2 color conditions [yellow, blue] x 3 

source luminances [430, 700, and 850 cd/m2]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache 

Software Foundation) was performed on the recorded deBoer ratings from the first pilot 

study using recorded deBoer glare ratings for twelve subjects. For recorded deBoer glare 

ratings the ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of color (F1, 12 = 1.259, P = 

0.286) and no significant main effect of source illuminance (F2, 12 = 0.134, P = 0.876). 

There was also no significant interaction (F2, 12 = 0.795, P = 0.464). 

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (2 studies [2009 LRC and first pilot 

study; blue conditions] x 3 background source luminances [430, 700, and 850 cd/m2]) 
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(SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed on the 

recorded deBoer ratings from the blue condition of both the 2009 LRC study and the 

first pilot study using recorded deBoer glare ratings for twelve subjects. For recorded 

deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of color (F1, 12 = 

5.984, P = 0.032) but still no significant main effect of source illuminance (F2, 12 = 

1.764, P = 0.195). There was no significant interaction (F2, 12 = 1.421, P = 0.263). 

These ANOVAs show that for both the 2009 LRC study and the first pilot study, none of 

the subjective results were statistically significant on their own. But the studies were 

significantly similar to each other. The new apparatus was found to be sufficient to 

replicate the original study.  

 

The original independent study used a custom comparative rating scale, which was 

based around the deBoer scale, but could not be correlated directly to a deBoer rating, or 

to other studies that also used the deBoer rating scale. The two scales can be seen in 

Figure 36 below: 

 

Figure 36 Comparative rating scale vs. deBoer rating scale 

In the second pilot study, an experiment was designed which used only one ‘glare 

box’ apparatus. The subjects were shown each condition (LED array illuminance levels 

and color backgrounds) on one ‘glare box’ apparatus and were asked to give each an 

independent rating using the deBoer scale. Subjects were shown each condition three 

times. The protocol for pilot study two is listed below: 

• Experiment conducted in Black Lab at LRC, RPI 

• Set up one glare unit on a table, facing subject. 
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• Glare unit on table, 101 cm off floor.  

• Unit arranged to aim directly at subject’s eyes 

• Unit (A) has changing background 

• Unit (A) is attached to computer running LabView program  

• White LED sources kept at constant 38 lx at eye of subjects 

• Blue and Yellow luminances at three levels; 430, 700 and 850 cd/m2 

• All other lights in black lab should be off  

• Ask subject to fill out consent form before beginning experiment, offer a copy 

• Subject sits in a chair with chin in chinrest, facing two Glare Units, 10 ft away 

o Unit (A) switched on to ‘white’ setting:  subjects rate the glare using 

deBoer Scale 

o Begin series of 21 glare combinations under following randomized 

conditions, each presented 3X: subjects rate each combination using 

deBoer scale 

� Unit (A) black background 

� Unit (A) blue background, 700 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) yellow background, 700 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) blue background, 430 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) yellow background, 430 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) blue background, 850 cd/m2 

� Unit (A) yellow background, 850 cd/m2 

o Subjects give their answers in this format: “I think the box [Unit B] is 

more/less glary, so I give it a [number]”. This helps to ensure they are 

using deBoer scale correctly 

o Conditions randomized by choosing one of the pre-randomized txt files 

available – (ex. File one for first subject, file two for second subject,  etc.) 

o Hold up black foam core board in front of lights and ask subjects to look 

down between each condition, to give visual rest 

 

The second pilot study was conducted to verify that the comparative results and 

the deBoer scale results were correlated. See Figure 37 for graphs showing the results 

from pilot study 2. It was shown that the results from the second pilot study were similar 

to the first pilot study. In the first study, it was assumed that 0 (or the rating for the no-

background condition) was equal to a deBoer scale rating of 3.167. In the second study, 

the mean rating for the no-background condition was 2.5. 
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Figure 37 Results from Pilot study 2  

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (2 color conditions [yellow, blue] x 3 

source luminances [430, 700, and 850 cd/m2]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache 

Software Foundation) was performed using recorded deBoer glare ratings for nineteen 

subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed no significant main 

effect of color (F1, 19 = 0.862, P = 0.368) and no significant main effect of source 

illuminance (F2, 19 = 0.124, P = 0.884). There was no significant interaction (F2, 19 = 

0.596, P = 0.557).  

 

In the third pilot study, a white color background was added as an independent 

variable. One possible application of the results from this study would be in the field of 

outdoor area lighting or in automotive headlamps. It was thought that for energy savings 

purposes, it might be useful to consider using a white background. As was mentioned in 

the literature review, it was thought that the cool white LEDs color luminous 

background would appear glarier than the yellow color luminous background condition.  

The protocol was similar to the protocol from pilot study 2, with two changes; first 

the addition of the white luminous background and second the luminous background was 

measured in illuminance (lux) rather than luminance (cd/m2): 

• Unit (A) switched on (black background):  subjects rate the glare using deBoer 

Scale 
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• Series of backgrounds switched on:  subjects rate the glare using deBoer Scale, 

each presented 3X 

o Glare array + black background 

o Glare array + white background, 4.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + white background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + white background, 2 lux at eye 

o Glare array + white background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + yellow background, 4.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + yellow background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + yellow background, 2 lux at eye 

o Glare array + yellow background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + blue background, 4.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array + blue background, 2 lux at eye 

o Glare array + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

The results plotted below in Figure 38 show a slight trend indicating that the yellow 

background is the least glaring. A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (3 color 

conditions [white, yellow, blue] x 4 source illuminances [0.5, 2, 3.5, and 4.5 lx at the 

eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using 

recorded deBoer glare ratings for six subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the 

ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of color (F2, 6 = 1.337, P = 0.306) and no 

significant main effect of source illuminance (F3, 6 = 2.66, P = 0.086). There was no 

significant interaction (F6, 6 = 0.839, P = 0.550).  
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Figure 38  Results from pilot study 3  

As discussed in the paper, the fourth pilot study focused on finding an extended 

illuminance range which was appropriate for possible outdoor lighting applications, and 

which would show greater variation in deBoer ratings. In pilot study 4, only the blue 

background condition was used in order to reduce the number of conditions each subject 

needed to view. The protocol for this pilot study was similar to pilot study three and used 

the variables listed below: 

• Series of glare values:  subjects rate the glare using deBoer Scale, each presented 

1X 

o Glare array @ 20 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 18 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 16 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 14 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 12 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 10 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 8 lux + black background 

o Glare array @ 20 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 18 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 16 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 14 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 12 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 10 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 
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o Glare array @ 8 lux + blue background, 0.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 20 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 18 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 16 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 14 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 12 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 10 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

o Glare array @ 8 lux + blue background, 3.5 lux at eye 

The results from this study show a strong trend indicating the effect of light level 

(illuminance) in the range between 8 lx and 20 lx at the eye (see Figure 39). The 

ANOVA below shows no significance of overall light level in relation to glare ratings, 

but only three subjects were run in this quick pilot study, thus the results are not very 

reliable.  

 

Figure 39 Results from Pilot study 4  

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (3 color conditions [no-background, 

low-blue, high-blue] x 7 source illuminances [8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 lx at the eye])  

(SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using 

recorded deBoer glare ratings for three subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the 

ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of color (F2, 3 = 0.574, P = 0.604) and no 

significant main effect of source illuminance (F6, 3 = 2.554, P = 0.079). There was no 

significant interaction (F12, 3 = 0.844, P = 0.608). 
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In pilot study 5, two LED array light levels were used (4 lx and 12 lx) to see if there 

was an increased effect of background illuminance within the new range of illuminance 

levels. The conditions used in Pilot study 5 can be seen in Table 8.1. The graph of the 

results can be seen in Figure 40. 

 

Table 8.1 Illuminances in Lux of all conditions (LED array and background) for pilot study 5 

 

Figure 40 Results from Pilot study 5  

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) (3 color conditions [white, yellow, 

blue] x 4 different illuminance levels [0, 0.5, 2.5 and 4.5 lx at the eye]) (SPSS version 

13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using recorded deBoer 

glare ratings for seven subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed 

no significant main effect of color (F2, 7 = 0.173, P = 0.843) but did reveal a significant 

main effect of source illuminance (F5, 7 = 12.729, P = 0.0001). There was no significant 

interaction (F10, 7 = 1.181, P = 0.322).  

 

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at the lowest luminous blue 

background conditions and the no-background condition (2 color conditions [no-color, 
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and blue] x 2 source illuminances [4 lx and 12 lx at eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, 

Apache Software Foundation) was performed using recorded deBoer glare ratings for 

seven subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed a significant 

main effect of color (F1, 7 = 7.669, P = 0.032) and also a significant main effect of 

source illuminance (F1, 7 = 30.449, P = 0.001). There was no significant interaction (F1, 

7 = 0.086, P = 0.779).  

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at the lowest luminous yellow 

background conditions and the no-background condition (2 color conditions [no-color, 

and yellow] x 2 source illuminances [4 lx and 12 lx at eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead 

Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using recorded deBoer glare ratings 

for seven subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed a significant 

main effect of color (F1, 7 = 48.6, P = 0.00043) and also a significant main effect of 

source illuminance (F1, 7 = 31.442, P = 0.0014). There was no significant interaction 

(F1, 7 = 0.337, P = 0.583).  

 

Table 8.2 shows the results of 6 post hoc paired sample t-tests, used to analyze the 

relationship between the glare sources with and without luminous backgrounds. These 

were used to determine where there is a significant difference between the no-

background conditions and the with-background (color) conditions. Probabilities that fall 

below the 0.05 criterion are shown with asterisk. There is one instance in the 4 lx (at the 

eye)/ yellow condition which is significantly different from the no-background 

condition. 

  NoBack 4   NoBack 12 

Blue4 0.134776 Blue12 0.051773 

Yellow4 0.04007* Yellow12 0.061835 

White4 0.080706 White12 0.320808 

Table 8.2 Results of 6 post hoc paired sample t-tests used to determine significant difference between 

no-background luminous conditions and color luminous background conditions 
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Appendix B 

Description of Experimental Apparatus 

The apparatus from this set of experiments was designed and made at the LRC.  

8.1.1 Housing 

The apparatus is composed of a half-cylindrical light-box with a diffused acrylic 

square area in the front that lets the colored light through (Figure 41B). An array of 

white LEDs is mounted into the diffusing acrylic sheet (Figure 41A).  

 

Figure 41 Illustration of LED stimulus apparatus; showing LED array (A) and background mode 

(B) 

The half-cylindrical housing was painted matte white inside and acted to integrate 

the colored light from the LEDs.  

8.1.2 Colored background 

Each glare source features a luminous background area of fill-light between and 

around the nine LED array stimulus lights. The luminous colored background conditions 

are created using ten Lamina Titan RGB LEDs for the yellow and blue conditions, and 

one Bridgelux phosphor-converted white LED for the white condition. The LEDs are  

mounted in a half-cylinder light-box to reflect the light out through the background 

diffuser.  
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The LED luminous background uses an Agilent power supply controlled with a 

DMX controller. A HCT-99 Gigahertz Optic meter was used to measure the illuminance 

at the eye, and the chromaticities for each condition. The photocell was mounted on a 

tripod at a position which would be between the subject’s eyes when their chin is in the 

chinrest.  

 The SPDs were measured photopically using a PR705 luminance meter in the 

Robert E. Levin photometry laboratory at the LRC. The SPD of the background LEDs 

are seen in Figure 42 through Figure 44 below: 

 

Figure 42  SPD of yellow luminous background condition 

 

Figure 43 SPD of white luminous background condition 
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Figure 44  SPD of blue luminous background condition 

 

8.1.3 LED array 

The LED array is composed of nine phosphor-converted cool white Osram LEDs 

mounted on metal core MCPCBs. The LEDs were mounted to aluminum heat sinks 

using thermal tape. The heat sinks were mounted directly into the clear frosted diffusing 

sheet, so that the colored light from the background could be seen between and around 

the LED array. The LEDs in the array are all approximately 77K (as measured using 

PR705). The LED array is run using an Agilent power supply controlled with a 

GPIB/USB voltage controller and LabView 6.0. The SPD of the LED array used in the 

experiment can be seen in Figure 45 below. 
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Figure 45 SPD of bare LED array stimulus 
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Appendix C 

 Institutional Review Board Informed Consent Form 
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Appendix D 

Results from Experiments 1, 2, 3 

Experiment 1 

Ten subjects (5 males and 5 females) participated in this experiment. Ages ranged 

from 23 to 52 years. The mean subject age was 36 years, and standard deviation was 10 

years. 

The experiment tested the effects of illuminance levels and color. The results from 

the first experiment are presented below in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46 Mean deBoer ratings for 10 subjects, 5 LED array levels and 4 color backgrounds for the 

first experiment 

The X axis represents the increasing illuminance levels of the LED array while the 

Y axis represents the nine levels of the deBoer rating scale (only 7 shown for 

consistency as there was no mean deBoer ratings over 6). A two-factor analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) looking at the no-background and the blue background conditions (2 

color conditions [no-color, and blue] x 5 source illuminances [4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 lx at 

eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using 

recorded deBoer glare ratings for ten subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the 

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of color (F1, 10 = 7.730, P = 0.021) and a 

significant main effect of source illuminance (F4, 10 = 22.490, P = 0.0001), however 

there was no significant interaction (F4, 10 = 0.609, P = 0.659). This result shows that 
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there is a significant decrease in glare perception for the experimental geometry used in 

this experiment, when a luminous background is added to an LED array.  

Based on the results of the ANOVA, a paired-samples t-test was used to determine 

where there is significance between the no-background condition and the blue luminous 

background condition. Table 8.3 shows the results of 5 post hoc paired sample t-tests, 

which relate to Hypothesis number 1. Probabilities that fall below the 0.05 criterion are 

shown with asterisk.  

 

Table 8.3 Shows relationship between no-background condition and blue luminous background 

condition. (*) indicates statistically significant instances. 

Another two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at only the white and 

yellow conditions (2 color conditions [yellow and white] x 5 source illuminances [4, 6, 

8, 10, and 12 lx at eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) 

was performed using recorded deBoer glare ratings for ten subjects. For recorded deBoer 

glare ratings the ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of color (F1, 10 = 0.019, P 

= 0.892) but did find a significant main effect of source illuminance (F4, 10 = 22.169, P 

= 0.0001), however there was no significant interaction (F4, 10 = 0.535, P = 0.711). 

This experiment used three luminous background conditions of yellow, white or 

blue set at 3 lx at the eye, and one condition with no luminous background (0 lx at the 

eye). Table 8.4 shows the results of 5 post hoc paired sample t-tests, which relate to 

Hypothesis number 2. These were used to determine if there is a significant difference 

between the yellow-background conditions and the white-background conditions. 

Probabilities that fall below the 0.05 criterion are shown with asterisk. This analysis 

shows that there is no significant difference between the yellow and white background 

conditions. 
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Table 8.4 Shows relationship between yellow luminous background condition and white luminous 

background conditions. (*) indicates statistically significant instances. 

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at only the blue and yellow 

conditions (2 color conditions [blue and yellow] x 5 source illuminances [4, 6, 8, 10, and 

12 lx at eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was 

performed using recorded deBoer glare ratings for ten subjects. For recorded deBoer 

glare ratings the ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of color (F1, 10 = 27.238, P 

= 0.00055) and a significant main effect of source illuminance (F4, 10 = 15.157, P = 

0.0001), however there was no significant interaction (F4, 10 = 1.078, P = 0.382). 

Table 8.5 shows the results of 5 post hoc paired sample t-tests, which relate to 

Hypothesis number 3. These were used to determine if there is a significant difference 

between the yellow-background conditions and the blue-background conditions. 

Probabilities that fall below the 0.05 criterion are shown with asterisk. 

 

Table 8.5 Shows relationship between yellow-background condition and blue-background 

conditions. (*) indicates statistically significant instances. 

Experiment 2 

Nine subjects (5 males and 4 females) participated in this experiment. Ages ranged 

from 19 to 52 years. The mean subject age was 28 years, and standard deviation was 9.5 

years. 

The experiment tested the effects of illuminance levels and color background on 

perception of discomfort glare. The results from the second experiment are presented 

below in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47 Mean deBoer ratings for 9 subjects, 5 light levels and 4 color backgrounds for the second 

experiment 

The X axis represents the increasing illuminance levels of the LED array while the 

Y axis represents the nine levels of the deBoer rating scale (only 7 shown for 

consistency as there was no mean deBoer ratings over 6). A two-factor analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) looking at the no-background and the blue background conditions (2 

color conditions [no-color, and blue] x 5 source illuminances [4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 lx at 

eye]) (SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using 

recorded deBoer glare ratings for nine subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the 

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of color (F1, 9 = 61.940, P = 0.0001) and a 

significant main effect of source illuminance (F4, 9 = 9.882, P = 0.00004), however 

there was no significant interaction (F4, 9 = 1.533, P = 0.220). This result shows that 

there is a significant decrease in glare perception for the experimental geometry used in 

this experiment, when a luminous background is added to an LED array. 

Table 8.6 shows the results of 5 post hoc paired sample t-tests, which relate to 

Hypothesis number 1. These were used to determine where there is a significant 

difference between the no-background conditions and the blue luminous background 

condition. Probabilities that fall below the 0.05 criterion are shown with asterisk. 
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Table 8.6 Shows relationship between no-background condition and blue luminous background 

condition. (*) indicates statistically significant instances. 

Another two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at all of the three 

luminous color background conditions; blue, yellow and white (3 color conditions [blue, 

yellow and white0] x 5 source illuminances [4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 lx at eye]) (SPSS version 

13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using recorded deBoer 

glare ratings for nine subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed 

there is no significant main effect of color (F2, 9 = 2.776, P = 0.0965), however there is 

a significant main effect of source illuminance (F4, 9 = 14.460, P = 0.00001) and there 

was no significant interaction (F8, 9 = 1.165, P = 0.336). In the second experiment, it 

was revealed that there was no perceived difference in discomfort glare ratings when 

different colored backgrounds are used.  

 

Experiment 3 

Six subjects (2 males and 4 females) participated in this experiment. Ages ranged 

from 25 to 52 years. The mean subject age was 33.5 years, and standard deviation was 

10.5 years. 

The experiment tested the effects of illuminance levels and color background on 

perception of discomfort glare. The results from the third experiment are presented 

below in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 Mean deBoer ratings for 5 subjects, 3 light levels and 4 color backgrounds for the third 

experiment 

The X axis represents the increasing illuminance levels of the LED array while the 

Y axis represents the nine levels of the deBoer rating scale (only 7 shown for 

consistency as there was no mean deBoer ratings over 6). A two-factor analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) looking at the no-background and the blue background conditions (2 

color conditions [no-color, and blue] x 3 source illuminances [4, 8, and 12 lx at eye]) 

(SPSS version 13, Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using 

recorded deBoer glare ratings for six subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the 

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of color (F1, 6 = 8.810, P = 0.031) and a 

significant main effect of source illuminance (F2, 6 = 23.372, P = 0.00017), however 

there was no significant interaction (F2, 6 = 2.226, P = 0.159). This result shows that 

there is a significant decrease in glare perception for the experimental geometry used in 

this experiment, when a luminous background is added to an LED array. 

Table 8.7 shows the results of 3 post hoc paired sample t-tests, which relate to 

Hypothesis number 1. These were used to determine where there is a significant 

difference between the no-background conditions and the blue luminous background 

condition. Probabilities that fall below the 0.05 criterion are shown with asterisk. 
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Table 8.7 Shows relationship between no-background condition and blue luminous background 

condition. (*) indicates statistically significant instances. 

Another two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at all of the three 

luminous color background conditions; blue, yellow and white (3 color conditions [blue, 

yellow and white] x 3 source illuminances [4, 8, and 12 lx at eye]) (SPSS version 13, 

Lead Tools, Apache Software Foundation) was performed using recorded deBoer glare 

ratings for six subjects. For recorded deBoer glare ratings the ANOVA revealed there is 

no significant main effect of color (F2, 6 = 0.195, P = 0.826), however there is a 

significant main effect of source illuminance (F2, 6 = 60.746, P = 0.00001) and there 

was no significant interaction (F4, 6 = 1.301, P = 0.303). As in the second experiment, it 

was revealed in this experiment that there is no perceived difference in discomfort glare 

ratings when different colored backgrounds are used.  This indicates that when the 

source fell within a 2° visual area of the central fovea, there was no effect of color on the 

perception of discomfort glare; however the addition of any background to the array still 

decreases perception of glare. 
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Appendix E 

Repeatability and Variation over time 

As a measure of repeatability, an ANOVA was run within each color background 

condition: yellow, white, blue and no-background. In all cases, no significant difference 

was found between studies. It can be seen from the graphs plotted below that the most 

variation occurs within the blue background condition. 

 

 

Figure 49 Comparison of results of No-Background condition in experiments 1, 2, and 3. Typical 

standard deviation is 1.0 deBoer units.  
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Figure 50 Comparison of results of Blue condition in experiments 1, 2, and 3. Typical standard 

deviation is 1.25 deBoer units. 

 

Figure 51 Comparison of results of White condition in experiments 1, 2, and 3. Typical standard 

deviation is 1.25 deBoer units. 
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Figure 52 Comparison of results of Yellow condition in experiments 1, 2, and 3. Typical standard 

deviation is 1.25 deBoer units. 
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Appendix F 

Best fit curve for VDGλ shifted deBoer glare response 

As mentioned above: the spectral power distributions of each of the conditions from 

the experiment were measured, including both the background sources and the LED 

array source. Each of the SPDs was then multiplied by VDGλ (V10(λ) + kS(λ)) to find the 

SWS brightness response for that condition. These values are plotted below in Figure 53. 

Bullough found that for a light source located 5° off axis, the best fit k value was 

between 0.19 and 0.15.  It was found that for these sources, at an overall 4° of the visual 

field, a k value of 0.13 provided the best fit.  

 

Figure 53 DeBoer discomfort glare ratings shifted by VDGλ. Typical standard deviation is 1.25 

deBoer units. 

 



Figure 54 k scaling factor used 

Typical standard deviation is 
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scaling factor used in VDGλ formula, plotted against the R
2
 values

Typical standard deviation is 0.6 units. 

 

 

values, to find best fit. 


